We report the synthesis of composites based on freeze-dried LiMn 1. 95 
Introduction
Lithium manganese oxide spinel is one of the preferred materials for application in the cathode in lithium ion batteries (LIBs). It exhibits rapid Li extraction/insertion processes near 4V (vs. Li/Li + ), and is especially interesting for use in hybrid electric vehicles (HEVs) and electric vehicles (EVs) due to its low cost, low toxicity, ease of preparation and favorable safety characteristics . 1 However, as mature as its application may be today, some serious shortcomings remain to be solved, especially with regards to capacity decay, both for more widespread commercialization and to reduce the cost penalty imposed by the engineering fixes that it requires at the battery pack level 2 .The capacity fading is mainly attributed to three aspects: 1) a cooperative Jahn-Teller distortion that causes the deleterious formation of a tetragonal phase upon inadvertent over-reduction past the point where half of the Mn is in the trivalent oxidation state, 2) the progressive dissolution of Mn (III) in the electrolyte and, 3) the decomposition of the organic solvents from the electrolyte at high potentials.
To address these problems, one solution is to substitute a small portion of the Mn ions with divalent or trivalent cations such as Mg +2 , Ga +3 , Al +3 , Cu +2 or Cr +3 3-6 . This decreases the amount of Mn (III) in the structure, and lessens the probability of producing the JahnTeller distorted tetragonal phase at the end of discharge. Unfortunately, the decrease in the amount of the oxidizable species also leads to a reduction of the specific capacity delivered in the 3.5-4.2 V range. Another solution is to substitute a small amount of Mn (IV) by a tetravalent dopant, such as Si (IV), in order to stabilize the spinel framework without decreasing the amount of the electroactive Mn (III) cation. A previous study
showed that the presence of 0.05 mol of Si (IV) in the structure of LiMn 2 O 4 induces more expanded and regular MnO 6 octahedra that can more readily accommodate the Mn(III)-
. The insertion of more than 0.05 mol of the tetravalent substituent, however, caused deterioration of the electrochemical behaviour 8 .
Although ion substitution can improve the stability of the bulk (barrier 1 above), it is also important to minimize the amount of the active material-electrolyte interface for better cyclability (barriers 2 and 3). Towards this end, a variety of surface coatings have been investigated, including oxides, metals 9 , fluorides 10 , phosphates 11 , polymers 12 , carbon 13 and electrode active materials 14 . In the case of nanostructured materials, the high surface area may adversely impact the cycling performance. For that reason, the use of a suitable additive material can improve the cyclability.
In this study, nanosized LiMn 2 O 4 was successfully substituted with a small amount of Si(IV) in order to stabilize the spinel framework. For increased durability, three different materials were chosen to form composites. These materials have different properties, which could create insight into the rules of design that they should follow, but the synthesis procedure was designed so that they all reduce the contact between the electrolyte and Mn (III) ions at the surface of the spinel. The first secondary component was LiMn 1.9 Ga 0.1 O 4, a phase that also crystallizes in a spinel structure. Previous studies showed that the substitution of 5% Ga(III) for Mn(III) in the structure improves cycling properties 7 . Furthermore, this compound should conduct both ions and electrons, and the structural resemblance between spinels is an advantage in terms of composite cohesion. In addition, the rate capability of the materials was characterized through the acquisition of a "signature curve" (SC) 19 , obtained by a protocol that consists of an initial charge performed at 0.1C
followed by a series of successive discharges at different rates, from highest (10C) to lowest (0.1C), with relaxation periods of 5 min and no charging step in between.
Results and discussion Figure 1 shows the XRD patterns of pure LiMn To evaluate the electrochemical performance, lithium half-cells containing the pure LiMn 1.95 Si 0.05 O 4 and composite materials were discharged at a current rate corresponding to C/10 and 1C. Figure 8 shows the first discharge profiles of the samples at C/10 and 1C Table 2 ). Thus it could be said that the inclusion of redox inactive additive materials in the cathodic composite worked against that electrochemical parameter. The rate capabilities of the samples were evaluated using signature curves 15 . The cumulative charge passed at each rate was taken as the capacity values for the given rate. Figure 9 shows the modified Peukert plot of all the samples. Nanosized LiMn 
Conclusions

